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In a (gum)nutshell:
• A substantive proportion of urban green space in [Australian]
cities occurs on publicly owned land between roads and houses,
which is managed by private citizens: the ‘nature strip’ or ‘verge’.
• We interviewed residents who have converted their nature strip
to a garden of native plants, with the tacit or explicit
endorsement of local authorities.
• Many of these residents identified information needs and gaps
regarding plants, soil types, water use, weed control and more.
• Local authorities also want to understand the extent and impact
of native gardens within nature strips, but this information is
difficult to compile.
• We are exploring how our results could support development of
a mobile application that could support the information needs of
suburban residents (and potentially local authorities) in planning
and growing native gardens.

Interested? Write to me!
natasha.pauli@uwa.edu.au

Welcome to southwest Western Australia….

Drawn using data downloaded from http://www.cepf.net/resources/hotspots/Pages/default.aspx

Perth and SW WA are located in one of the world’s 35 global biodiversity ‘hotspots’ areas that are endowed with an exceptionally high diversity of plant species found
nowhere else on Earth, but for which only 30% or less of the original vegetation remains
Myers et al. 2000 Biodiversity hotspots for conservation priorities. Nature 403: 853-858

Welcome to southwest Western Australia….

A selection of the ~2100 native flora species of Perth metropolitan region.
Adapted to: nutrient-deficient sandy soils, winter rainfall, summer heat & drought.

Welcome to southwest Western Australia….

Inner ‘suburbia’

The nature strip

Outer suburbia
Images by Nearmap, 2020

Nature strips are becoming more diverse in suburban Australia

Vested with local
government.
Managed by residents.

Our research:
•
•

Why are people turning nature strips into native gardens?
What information would help support these people?

What we did:
 Inner suburban region and middle suburban region (n=22)
 Semi-structured interviews, verge mapping
 Bird, insect pollinator surveys in spring-summer 2019-20
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We asked: “Why did you decide to transform your
verge into a native garden?”

Note: Answers are drawn from
interviews; people responded
with more than one reason

We asked: “Why did you decide to transform your
verge into a native garden?”

A desire to reduce water use
and labour time was common
(NOTE: these are perceptions)

We asked: “Why did you decide to transform your
verge into a native garden?”

These are (mostly) not the same
people – at least at first.

We asked: “Where do you get ideas and inspiration?”

Kings Park

Observing verges in the neighbourhood was the most important source of
inspiration. Many respondents also reported that their conversion inspired
other neighbours to undertake a verge transformation.

• Number of plant species used range from 3 – 60+
• Plant selection logic varied
• Frequent reports of plants dying/struggling for unknown reasons

Thanks to BSc student Elisha Chu for the visualisation

Some respondents had drawn
their own paper-based (static)
maps of planting plans.
Others requested a map from
the research team.

We asked: “What advice would you give people?”
Common themes:
• Look around to see what you like
• Sort out weeds early
• Find out more about your local
plants and soil types
• Plan efficient irrigation (if desired)
“You have to be lucky with the choice
of plants…one of the best things to do
would be look around, and see what is
realistic to grow based on what's on
other people's verges, not what's in a
book somewhere for the ideal
environment”

What were some of the information needs?
Common themes:
• Uncertainty!
• Information was available to
residents directly supported by
local authorities, but not to those
who decided to do it themselves
• Best species for shade, harsh heat
and poor soil were unknown
• Best irrigation regime unknown
• Interest in wildlife generally, but
limited specific knowledge
“It would be good if they had [a list of]
look, here's half a dozen species that
you pretty much can't kill.”

Can we support information needs? E.g. plant selection?

Davidson, W.A. (1995)
‘Hydrogeology and groundwater
resources of the Perth region,
Western Australia’, Western
Australia Geological Survey,
Bulletin 142

Gardening goals:
• Low maintenance?
• Local endemics?
• Shrub height?
• Colour?
• Insect attracting?
• Conservation?
• Keep plants alive?

Soil type + local aspect
(shade, sun, coastal,
wetland, etc)

Appropriate plants,
procurement locations,
common animals

Can we support information needs? E.g. management style

Gardening challenges:
• Removing grass?
• Hydrophobic soils?
• Weeds?
• Pests?
• Dry soil?
• Minimal expense?
POPSUGAR Photography / Kelly Ladd

Gardening philosophy (e.g.
low-medium-high input of
chemicals and water)

Appropriate techniques,
measurement guides,
monitoring ideas

Can we support information needs? E.g. design, monitoring
• Layout suggestions are available (agencies)
• Digital mapping and planning to replace paper
– allows sharing, moving things around…

• Species library to
select from
• Replace plants if
they die or are
moved (or stolen)
• Photo monitoring

Can information provided by native gardeners be used to
support planning and management?
• Example gardens for
inspiration and ideas?
• Monitoring uptake and
extent of nature strip
gardens?
• Living experiments and
citizen science data, e.g.
water use, urban heat?
• Urban conservation of
rare and threatened
species?

How will provided data be secure and anonymous?
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